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ABSTRACT 

Wind-energy researchers at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC), representing Sandia 
National Laboratories (SNL) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), are developing a 
new, light-weight, modular data acquisition unit capable of acquiring long-term, continuous time-series 
data from small andor dynamic wind-turbine rotors. The unit utilizes commercial data acquisition 
hardware, spread-spectrum radio modems, and Global Positioning System receivers, and a custom-built 
programmable logic device. A prototype of the system is now operational, and initial field deployment is 
expected this summer. This paper describes the major subsystems comprising the unit, summarizes the 
current status of the system, and presents the current plans for near-term development of hardware and 
software. 

INTRODUCTION 

About six years ago, the 
Systems, Inc. (now Enron 
for wind energy projects. 
their development of the A 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) subcontracted with Zond 
Wind Corporation) to develop an advanced data-acquisition system (ADAS) 
In a 1992 paper, Simms and Cousineau’ identified the general objectives of 

DAS as: 
Provide a cost-effective data acquisition system that meets the needs of the U.S. wind industry (and 
research community). 
Decrease the time and effort required to instrument a field experiment, verify data validity, collect 
data, and do preliminary data analysis. 
Improve the end-to-end accuracy of data collected in field experiments. 
Provide a versatile system capable of making a wide variety of reliable measurements in rugged 
environments using equipment of unobtrusive size and minimal weight. 
Provide stand-alone operation by utilizing telemetry and batteries that can be recharged on site. 
Prove a complete integrated package using off-the shelf components, thereby minimizing custom 
electronics design, system integration, and software support and development functions. 
Develop flexible, expandable hardware that can be integrated with common experiment control 
software to provide necessary quick-look data display, processing, and analysis capabilities. 
Provide an easy way to get experimental data into a standard PC data file format, thus enabling users 
of varied computer skill and experience levels to use any inexpensive standard PC-based software 
products to perform post-processing analyses and displays. 
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The ADAS system has met most of these needs quite well and has filled an important role over the past 
six years, although it is somewhat large and heavy for use on some of the smaller or more dynamic new 
wind turbines. 

Simms and Cousineau also cited several disadvantages to the cost-effective stand-alone mode of 
operation that they chose for the ADAS operation: 

High-rate data cannot be continuously streamed, and therefore contiguous long-period records cannot 
be saved, and unexpected transients may be missed. 
Current conditions cannot be monitored while data from remote modules are being downloaded. 
The user may have to wait long periods between events while data are being downloaded, which may 
slow down experiment tasks. 

The alternative real-time mode would have addressed all of these disadvantages, but would have been 
prohibitively expensive because the required high rate of digital data transmission dictated the use of 
very costly radio telemetry equipment. 

One other disadvantage of the ADAS is that while it can achieve simultaneous sampling of up to eight 
data channels being monitored in a single Data Acquisition Module (DAM), there is no way to 
synchronize data acquisition between multiple DAMS. 

Until quite recently, wind-energy researchers around the world have been content to record long-term 
summary data (averages, minimums, maximums, cycle counting, etc.) from wind turbines, supplemented 
with representative ten-minute duration time-series data. The ADAS is quite well suited for this type of 
data acquisition. The assumption underlying this mode of data acquisition is that this information is 
sufficient to define the wind-generated turbine loads and the turbine response. Continuing problems with 
premature turbine failures and measurements of loads far in excess of predictions have forced 
reexamination of that assumption. Obviously, some of the significant but infrequent events that drive 
turbine fatigue lifetimes have been and continue to be missed in the data acquired with systems like the 
ADAS. We need to gather continuous long-term time-series data so we can capture and analyze those 
very infrequent events. How long should these time series be? We don’t know, but researchers in 
Europe’ have found that ten minutes is not long enough. Although it may be possible to modify the 
ADAS to enable it to acquire continuous data over long periods of time, that technology is now 8 to 10 
years old and the units are large and heavy by today’s standards. Advances in electronics may enable us 
to now assemble a cost-effective, real-time, small, light-weight data acquisition system. 

Last year the W C  management team decided to fund the development of a state-of-the-art wind 
energy data acquisition system that is capable of acquiring long-term time-series data from a wind turbine 
rotor. This system will be the next evolutionary step in the ongoing NWTC effort to provide a consistent 
set of hardware and software that is specifically designed for use in a wind turbine environment. The 
primary objective continues to be the development of a data system that is easy to use, accurate, and 
operates reliably in a wind-turbine environment, thereby decreasing the time and effort required to 
instrument a field experiment, collect data, validate that data, and do preliminary data analysis. 

WIND TURBIIVT DATA ACOUISITION SYSTEM 

Over the past 18 months, wind-energy researchers at SNL, with important contributions from fellow 
researchers at NREL, have made significant progress in developing a state-of-the-art data acquisition 
system. Figure 1 illustrates the various components of a complete wind turbine data acquisition system. 
In general, such a system will contain several data acquisition systems (DAS), as shown. A normal 



system configuration will utilize at least one rotor-based DAS unit (RBU), at least one ground-based 
DAS unit (GBU) and one ground-based computer unit (GBCU). The RBU will be mounted on the rotor, 
rotating with and in close proximity to the blade- and main shaft-mounted strain gauges and other sensors 
and indicators. The GBU would be any data acquisition unit that doesn't mount on the rotor-it could be 
mounted in the nacelle, on the turbine tower, or on the meteorological tower. All units will be located 
close to the sensors and indicators from which they are acquiring data, in order to minimize 
contamination of the data by electrical noise picked up by analog signal wires. The GBCU will control 
the operation of the data acquisition systems and display, store, and post-process the data. Since the 
RBU is mounted on the turbine rotor and thus must meet the toughest operating requirements in terms of 
small size, light weight, robustness, immunity to vibration and rotation, etc., it is the first unit we have 
developed. Four distinct subsystems are combined to perform the function of the RBU: the data 
acquisition subsystem (DAS), the data communication subsystem (DCS), the time synchronization 
subsystem (TSS), and the progammable logic device subsystem (PLDS). 

Meteorology Towr  

, 

FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC OF WIND TURBINE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

A detailed description of the RBU, including system requirements, hardware components, and early 
integration work may be found in the paper by Berg, Robertson, Rumsey, Kelley, McKenna, and  gas^.^ 
A summary of each of the components of the RBU is given below. 

Data Acquisition Subsystem (DASj 
The RBU utilizes a commercially available data acquisition system known as the MicroPro,TM' which is 
sold by Nicolet Instrument Technologies4 of Madison, Wisconsin. The MicroPro is a small, rugged, 
modular, lightweight data acquisition system with a relatively low power consumption that is designed 
for remote operation in harsh environments--its operational temperature range is from -40" to +85" C 
(-40" to +185" F), and it will withstand lOOg shock loads. The basic unit or mainframe includes one or 
more power supplies and a data encoder module that controls the MicroPro and formats the output digital 
data stream. The unit utilizes nominal 12 VDC power (input power must be between 9 and 36 VDC) , 
and power consumption can range from 5 to 20 watts, depending on the numbers and types of data 
channels being digitized. MicroPro units are available in four configurations, with 3, 6, 9, or 13 slots 
available for data acquisition modules. A six-slot unit is shown in Figure 2. 

' Company names and specific product information given throughout this paper are given for information only and 
do not imply endorsement by SNL or NREL. 



Each slot of the MicroPro mainframe accepts a single data acquisition module, supplies that module with 
power and control information, and reads input data from that module. Data is acquired simultaneously 
from all channels on all modules (via a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter on each channel), and the 
acquisition time can be precisely specified by an externally supplied synchronization pulse. Analog, 
strain-gauge, and digital input module characteristics are summarized in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
Additional instrumentation modules include accelerometer, thermocouple, and digital serial data input 
units. 

Number of channels 
A/D converter 
Maximum sample rate 
Input ranges 
Gain 
Filter 
Offset 

TABLE 1. HIGH-LEVEL ANALOG SIGNAL-CONDITIONING MODULE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

8 differential 
12-bit A/D per channel (0.25% resolution) 
100,000 samples/sec per channel 
k1.25 V, S.50 V, f i . 0  V, k10.0 V 
1 ,2 ,4 ,8  
Programmable 5-pole Butterworth per channel 
+75% of input range 

Number of channels 
A/D converter 

TABLE 2. STRAIN-GAUGE SIGNAL-CONDITIONING MODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

8 differential 
12-bit A/D per channel (0.25% resolution) 

Maximum sample rate 
Input ranges 

100,000 samples/sec per channel 
k2.5 mV. k5.0 mV. 210.0 mV, S O  mV 

Gain 
Filter 
Offset 
Bridge excitation voltage 
Bridge type 

TABLE 3. DIGITAL SIGNAL-CONDITIONING MODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

500, 1000,2000,4000 
Programmable 5-pole Butterworth per channel 
275% of input range 
h1.25 V, f2.50 V, h5.0 V, k7.5 V 
% bridge, ?h bridge, or full bridge (factory set) 

Number of digital inputs per board 
Input voltage range 
Number of counters/timers per board 
Pulse counter resolution 
Maximum period 
Frequency counter resolution 
Maximum frequency 

The MicroPro formats the output data into a pulse-code-modulated (PCM) digital serial stream for 
transmission to the host computer. The PCM stream consists of a series of data blocks or frames. Each 
frame contains a single data synchronization word to ensure data integrity, followed by one 12-bit data 
word for each data channel. The PCM stream can be transmitted to the computer over a RS-422 cable, a 

24 
2 to 20 VDC 
8 
125 ns - 8 ps 
511 ps - 32.76 ms 
1 Hz - 100 Hz 
4095 HZ - 409.5 ~ H Z  



fiber optic link, or a te,dmetry link, in any of a large number of PCM formats. The data is decoded at the 
receiving computer and placed into computer memory for further manipulation by Nicolet-furnished or 
custom-written software. 

The MicroPro is programmable from a remote computer--the data channel selection, data sampling rates, 
filter cut-off frequencies, channel gains and offsets, bridge excitation voltages, and PCM format can be 
set on a ground-based computer and that information transferred via radio to the RBU at any time. 

Data Communication Subsystem CDCS) 
The DCS utilizes low-cost, commercially-available, frequency-hopping, spread-spectrum radio modems, 
which are resistant to multipath interference, to transfer the data from the rotor system to a ground-based 
computer concurrently with data acquisition, permitting continuous acquisition of data over a period of 
several hours, days, or even weeks. We are utilizing units from Digital Wireless Corporation' that 
operate in the 2.4 GHz band to achieve data rates of up to 115 kbps. A transparent error correction 
feature automatically re-transmits data that is not received properly. The radio systems require no license 
for operation, and the maximum transmit power of 100 mW will minimize interference with other radio 
systems. Each radiolmodem is 2.4"x2.0"x0.6" in size and consumes a maximum of 1.5 watts of power. 

Timing Synchronization Subsvstem CTSS) 
In order to obtain the precise time sequence and phase information needed to understand the load and 
response phasing, the loading sequences, and the load paths of the turbine, data must be simultaneously 
acquired by the RBU and the GBUs located on the tower, the meteorological tower, and the ground. 

One way to achieve this simultaneity would be to place a clock on each system and then sample precisely 
on the second or millisecond, but to maintain the simultaneity that is needed, the two clocks must remain 
in close synchronization over a period of days. Even highly accurate, temperature-stabilized (and 
therefore expensive) clocks have an accuracy of about one part per million. This corresponds to a drift of 
as much as 86 ms/day per clock, or a drift of up to 172 ms/day between two clocks. This is over one- 
tenth of a second! At sample rates of 10 Hz or greater, two independent systems could be out of 
synchronization by more than one sample interval at the end of one day. This is unacceptable for most 
applications. 

This cumulative clock drift can be eliminated if the data acquisition clocks in the systems are continually 
re-synchronized. With a hard-wired system, we could slave the data acquisition clocks from all of the 
units together to accomplish this requirement, but a hard-wire link to the RBU will not usually be 
available. Therefore, we will have one acquisition clock on the RBU and another on the GBUs, and we 
need to maintain very accurate clock synchronization between them over long periods of time. The 
device that is used to accomplish this synchronization must be small, rugged, and capable of running on 
battery power. We have been unable to locate a commercial product that will accomplish this task. 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides a very accurate time anywhere in the world. Each GPS 
satellite continually transmits its orbital parameters, together with Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) or 
'standard' time. UTC time is maintained by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures in Paris. GPS 
receivers contain a clock, which is re-synchronized to the UTC time frequently, typically once every 
second. Typical time variation from UTC time for commercial GPS units is k1 ys or less, over any time 
period, so two of these units will vary with respect to each other by a maximum of 2 ps over any time 
period. Moreover, many of these receivers generate a periodic signal, with the rising edge of the pulse 
exactly aligned on the UTC second. GPS technology is relatively mature, and small, inexpensive 
receivers are readily available, so this is an attractive solution to our time synchronization problem. 



The GPS receiver we are using for this application is the small (2.8"x1.6"x0.5"), single-card Jupiter@ 
system from Rockwell International6 shown in Figure 3. This system maintains synchronization with 
UTC time to within +1 ys (as long as it can acquire signals from at least three GPS satellites), generates a 
one pulse per second output signal, and costs less than $150 each in small quantities. It consumes a 
maximum of 1.2 watts of power and is small enough to fit inside the MicroPro mainframe. 

FIGURE 2. SIX-SLOT MICROPRO DATA 
ACQUISITION SYSYTEM 

FIGURE 3. ROCKWELL Jupiter@ GPS 
RECEIVER CARD 

The only significant uncertainty in determining whether the GPS receiver could be used on the RBU was 
whether the antenna would continue to receive GPS satellite signals while rotating on a turbine rotor. 
We posed that question to one of the companies that makes and sells GPS time-code generators, and the 
response we received was "We have no idea what effect spinning the antenna will have on GPS signal 
reception, and we have no suggestions on which axis you should spin the antenna. Please let us know 
what you find when you try it." Testing of the GPS receiver system on a horizontal-axis wind turbine 
(HAWT) simulator early in the development of this system indicated that the system could maintain 
satellite lock while rotating. 

For most applications, we need to sample data at user-selected rates faster than once per second, and each 
of the sample pulses must occur at a specific time within the one-second period. As one of its functions, 
the programmable logic device subsystem (PLDS) utilizes the one pulse per second (1PPS) signal of the 
GPS receiver to initiate the required trains of clock pulses. 

Proflammable Lock Device Subsystem (PLDS) 
The three subsystems that have been described above (the DAS, the DCS, and the TSS) acquire the 
digital data, communicate with the ground-based computer, and output a clock signal synchronized to 
UTC time. However, some method is needed to generate the clock trains necessary to drive data 
acquisition, to pass data back and forth between the subsystems, and to coordinate subsystem activities in 
order to meet the system requirements. A programmable logic device subsystem (PLDS), which utilizes 
an ALTERAB 10K70 from Altera Corporation: is used to perform these functions. 

The ALTERAB 10K70 is a RAM-based programmable logic device (PLD) with extremely fast cycle 
speeds, and it is programmed at power-up via an external ROM. It contains 70,000 programmable logic 
gates, requires low power, and can be programmed using a combination of AHDL (Altera Hardware 
Design Language) and traditional schematic-based digital design. As illustrated in the block diagram in 
Figure 4, the PLDS contains the PLD and the TSS (the GPS receiver, mounted as a daughter card), 
interfaces with the DAS (the MicroPro) bus, and communicates with the DCS (the modem). Power to the 



DAS, the DCS, and the TSS is controlled by the PLDS. An eight-layer printed circuit board was 
designed and built to supply the power and provide the necessary input and output connections for the 
PLD. The first working prototype of this board was demonstrated in December, 1997. 

Digital Wireless 
Modem 

I 

FIGURE 4. SCHEMATIC OF PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICE SUBSYSTEM 

The development of the PLD programming has been the major focus of our activity for the past three 
months. The current version of the software, which is probably 90% complete, utilizes approximately 
50% of the available 70,000 gates. With the current version of the software, the PLDS performs the 
following functions: 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5 .  

6. 

Generates the user-specified data-synchronization and bit-rate clock pulse trains aligned to the GPS 
one pulse per second pulse train. The data-synchronization clock determines when data is acquired, 
and the bit-rate clock establishes the rate at which PCM data is output from the DAS. 
Latches the GPS time when data is acquired and places that time (accurate to the microsecond) in the 
DAS PCM output stream. 
Transfers user-generated programming commands to the DAS. 
Transfers GPS receiver card status messages to the ground and user-generated commands to the GPS 
card. 
Transmits the synchronous MicroPro PCM data to the ground via an asynchronous 2.4 GHz spread- 
spectrum modem. A second PLDS on the ground is used to re-create the original PCM data stream. 
Switches between functions 3,4, and 5, above, in response to user command. 

The design and development of the PLDS hardware and software required detailed knowledge of the 
MicroPro board-level operation. ACRA Control,8 the makers of the Micropro, have been very 
cooperative in this effort, giving us detailed insight into MicroPro hardware and software operations. 



SYSTEM FIELD TESTING 

In March and April of this year we tested the prototype RBU on two operating wind turbines at the 
USDA Agricultural Research Service location in Bushland, Texas, with encouraging results. The 
Atlantic Orient Corporation (AOC) turbine is a downwind, constant-speed turbine that operates at 65 
rpm. The Bergey Excel turbine is an upwind, variable-speed machine that operates between 120 and 300 
rpm. The MicroPro, two modems (one for PCM data and one for RS-232 communication), together with 
a sealed lead-acid battery to power the system, were placed in a waterproof container. The antennas for 
the modems and the GPS (placed on a 12-inch mast extending along the axis of rotation) were mounted 
on the outside of the container. The entire system was then attached to the opposite side of the rotor hub 
from the shaft (downwind side of the AOC hub and the upwind side of the Bergey hub), at the centerline 
of rotation. The system is shown mounted on the Bergey turbine in Figure 5--the white bulb in the center 
of the photograph is the GPS antenna and the four-inch stubs at the upper left and the lower right of the 
box are the 2.4 GHz modem antennas. 

FIGURE 5. RBU MOUNTED ON USDA BERGEY TURBINE 

When we tested the TSS operation on the Bergey turbine, the winds were somewhat low, so the turbine 
rotation rate was slightly above 200 rpm. The Jupiter receiver card continuously received signals from a 
minimum of six GPS satellites over the 20-minute testing period. Only three satellites are required to 
maintain a valid solution that updates the on-board clock to UTC time once a second, so the clock 
remained locked to UTC time during rotation. Additional tests on a HAW simulator show that lower 
rotation rates result in signal reception from more satellites, so we are confidant that the TSS system will 
maintain time synchronization at any rotation rate up to about 300 rpm. 

We also ran some preliminary tests to examine the robustness of the PCM radio link. The receiving 
radio/modem was placed about lOOm on the other side of the tower from the rotor (directly upwind for 
the AOC, directly downwind for the Bergey), so the radio signals had to propagate around or through the 
hub, the blades, and the tower to reach the receiver. Close monitoring of the received data for ten 
minutes, using diagnostic software, showed no loss of data for data transfer rates below 6kbps, on either 
machine. Additional tests revealed that the amount of data lost due to interference increases as the data 
transfer rate increases, but appears to be independent of the rate at which the turbine rotates. Additional 
tests will be required to quantify the relationship between data transfer rate and data loss. 



FUTURE PLANS 

The first field application of the RBU will be this summer on the WindLite turbine developed under the 
DOEOREL Small Wind Turbine program? This is an 8-kW machine, and the small size and weight of 
the RBU are needed to minimize the effect of the data acquisition system on the rotor dynamics. Slip 
rings will be used to furnish electrical power to the RBU. In this application, a second MicroPro will be 
utilized to obtain turbine drive-train data and a third MicroPro will be used to obtain turbine tower and 
meteorological data. The PCM data from the RBU will be transmitted via radio to the ground-based 
radio/modem, where it will be merged with PCM data from the other two Micropros, and the composite 
PCM steam will be decoded and placed into computer memory. A National Instruments LabVIEW 
program, currently under development, will retrieve the data from memory and sort it by time of 
acquisition. At this point, the data will look just like the data acquired from the ADAS systems and we 
can use the recentlydeveloped LabVIEW ADAS routines to write the data to disk, view it, and post 
process it. 

Over the next few months, this LabVIEW software will be developed into a virtual instrument, or VI, 
software module to communicate with both the RBU and the GBUs. This software will program the 
RBU andor GBU and retrieve the decoded PCM data from the ground-based computer unit. This VI will 
be merged into the ADAS software to yield in a complete, user-friendly software system that will 
accomplish everything from hardware setup, to data storage, to post-test data reduction and analysis, for 
both old and new hardware. 

Although the PLDS now performs the functions that are essential to successful operation of the RBU, we 
intend to add additional capabilities in the near future: 
1. Use one modem for all communications. 
2. Add a “sleep” mode to minimize power drain when the system is not acquiring data. 
3. Make the data transfer channel more robust. 
4. Add system monitoring capabilities 

Future applications of the RBU may well require the use of a rechargeable battery system or some other 
power source, as many of the light-weight machines will not have power available on the rotor. We are 
currently investigating the possibility of developing an RBU battery pack utilizing high-energy-density 
rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. While these are available for many applications today, they are not 
yet commercially available in the 20- to 60-Amp hour sizes that are required for running the RBU. We 
will also investigate the feasibility of developing a system to inductively couple power to the rotor of a 
wind turbine. This would eliminate the nuisance of changing batteries without entailing the expense 
involved in acquiring and installing slip rings on the turbine. 

In addition, once the PLDS is fully operational, we will attempt to transfer that technology to industry so 
that it becomes more readily available for alternative applications in the future. We feel that the small 
size, low power consumption, flexibility, and low cost will make it attractive for numerous data 
acquisition applications such as missile flights, remote sensing, and general aerospace testing. Also, 
having it available as a commercial product will free us of the need to provide ongoing hardware and 
software support for it. 

SUMMARY 

The need to gather detailed, long-term time-series data on the rotors of highly dynamic andor small wind 
turbines has led to the development of a new-generation, light-weight, rotor-based data acquisition unit 



called the RBU. The RBU comprises four distinct subsystems. The data acquisition subsystem (DAS) 
consists of the commercially-available Nicolet MicroPro data acquisition system. This is a small, 
rugged, lightweight device that simultaneously acquires data on all input channels in response to an 
external clock pulse. The resultant digital data is output as a digital serial data stream for transmission to 
a computer. 

Commercial spread-spectrum radio/modems are utilized as the data communication subsystem (DCS) to 
transmit control and programming information and data between the RBU and the ground. The error 
correcting, spread-spectrum technology makes the radio link much less susceptible to interference than 
conventional, single-frequency radio technology. 

Data acquisition times and rates are synchronized with a ground-based data acquisition unit (GBU) 
through the use of a time synchronization subsystem (TSS). The TSS utilizes the clock contained in a 
GPS receiver to generate pulse trains that are precisely synchronized to UTC time. These pulse trains are 
used to drive the data acquisition of both the RBU and the GBU units, enabling them to acquire data 
within two microseconds of each other. A timestamp on each data record will be used to associate the 
RBU data with the corresponding GBU data. 

Finally, a custom-built programmable logic device subsystem (PLDS) has been developed to coordinate 
the operation of the DAS, the DCS, and the TSS. This unit will fit inside the DAS and handles all 
communications with the user and all communications and data interchange between the DAS, the DCS, 
and the TSS. Field tests have demonstrated the capability of the unit, and initial field application of the 
system is expected to occur this summer on a small wind turbine. 
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